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Temperature profile of IR blocking windows used in cryogenic X-ray
spectrometers

S. Friedrich’b, T. Fnnkb, O. Drurf, S. E. Labov’

Lawrence Livertnore National Laboratory, L-418, P.O. Box 808,Liverrnore,CA94551
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, MS 6-2100, Berkeley, CA 94720

ABSTRACT

Cryogenic high-resolution X-ray spectrometers are typical ly operated with thin IR blocking windows to reduce radiative
heating of the detector while allowing gond x-ray transmission. We have estimated the temperature profile of these IR
blocking windows under typical operating conditions. We show that the temperature in the center of the window is raised
due to radiation from the higher temperature stages. This can increase the infrared photon flux onto the deteetor, thereby
increasing the IR noise and decreasing the cryostat hold time. The increased window temperature constrains the maximum
window size and the number of windows required. We discuss the consequences for IR blocking window design.
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L INTRODUCTION
Cryogenic x-ray spectrometers, i.e. spectrometers with a detector temperature below 1K, have received much interest over
the last decade because of their superior energy resolution compared to conventional semiconductor-based detectors [1,2].
Several technologies are being developed which have demonstrated an energy resolution between 1 and 2 eV FWHM far sotl
x-rays [3,4] and between 4.5 and 13 eV at 6 keV [5.8].

One concern in spectroscopy applications with cryogenic detectors is how to efficiently transmit x-rays from an external
source onto the detector inside the cryostat while shielding tbe detector from IR radiation. IR shields reduce the heat load
into the low tempemture stage of the cryostat and eliminate excess noise due to the absorption of IR photons. Typically, the
shields consist of several thin Al lR blocking windows, which are sometimes supported by a ‘parylene or p+imid film and
or a Ni grid for increased stability. The filter design then involves a trade-off between maximizing the x-ray transmission
atrd acceptance angle and minimizing the IR photon flux.

We are presently building a cryogenic spectrometer for synchrotron-based x-ray fluorescence applications. It uses a twc-
stage adiabatic demagnetization refrigerator (ADR) with a base temperature below O.I K [9]. The cryogenic detector is held
at the end of a cold finger that protrudes into the sample chamber. The distance between the detector and tbe room
temperahtrc fluorescence target is about 2 cm. The cold finger uses radiation shields attached to the cryostat’s liquid N2 and
liquid He-co&d stages with IR blocking windows at 77 K, 4.2 K and 0.2 K. The small distance between windows increases
the radiative heat load because of an increased solid angle of illumination and multiple photon reflections. This raises the
temperature in center of the window above the temperature of the window frame. Here we present calculations to estimate
the temperature profile of the windows under typical operating conditions. We show how the lR heat load of the detector
depends on the window parameters, and provide guidelines on how to optimize the window design.

2. MODEL

Consider a circular window with thickness d and radius R, which is heated by radisrion from a higher tempemrure stage and
whose temperature at the perimeter is held at the temperature To of the metal shield it is mounted to. The w“indow is

sutliciently thin so that the temperature is constant along its thickness, and there is no angular dependence of the temperature
because of the rotational symmetry of the window. In steady state, the temperature of the IR window then only depends on
its radial cwxdinate r. The temperamre distribution is governed by the heat flow equation [1O]
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with T(R) = To and

Jr
=0

r=R
(1)

where K is the thermal conductivity of the window, a = 5.610-12 WK4cm”2 is the Stefzn-tldznmnn constant, 6 is the

emissivity of the window and %~ is the effective absorbance of the window which takes into account multiple photon
reflections. Equation (1) describes how heat input from m external source at temperature T- is balanced hy conductive and

radiative cooling of the window. Note that the rdlative terms enter as heat sourcez/ sinks per mtit volume, so that their
explicit dependence on the window area falls out of the squation. The fzctor of 2 sccounts for the fact that the window can
emit radiation into both directions, while it is heated only from one side. The second boundary condition arisez from

symmeby considerations and ensures that the solutions of the temperature profile do not diverge zt the origin.

We now apply this mcdel to the IR blocking windows wed in our expcrimentz. They consist of a 200 A high-reflectivity Al
film on top of 1000 A of parylene (C,Ht) fabricated by Lebow Compsny [11]. The Al is thermally evaporated onto the

pzrylenc film so thst both films are in intimate thermal contact. The thermal conductivity of Al is given by the Wledemmm-
Frmz law K = LT/p, where L = 2.410~ WQK2 is the Lomnz number, znd p is the electrical reziztivity of the film. At mom

temperature, PN = 2.65 pflcm, while a low tempcrztttres P,Wis reduced by Ore by the residual resistivity ratio RRR which
depends on the film purity. For a conzervztive estimate of the thermal conductivity K we mzke the aszmoption RRR = 2 zod
neglect tbe pbonon contribution because it would only irwresw K. We then obtain K = 0.01ST WKcm-’ for the thermal
conductivity of the Al film. The Wiedemmm-Frznz approximation we use zssumes low values for K even for

superconducting Al below 1.2 K where thermal energy is carried by phonon tmnspat only [12]. The thermal conductivity of

the pmylene film at roem temperature is only 1.2102 WK’cnt”’ [11], and it decrezzes at lower temperatures. To our

knowledge, no data on tbe thermal conductivity of parylene at tempmstrrres below I K have been published, but we expect it
to be of order 104 WK-)cm”i, comparable to thzt of other hydrocarbons [12]. At all temperatures the Al film thus determines

the thermal conductivity of the IR blocking window,

For closely spaced pmallel windows, the effective absorbance% is increzsed due to multiple photon reflections in the cavity
between the windows. Photons impinging on one of the windows have a probability 6 to be zbsorbed, a probability T to be

transmitted and a probability 1-s-z to be reflected. For our highly reflective 200 A Al films, c= 0.04 and t = 0.04 [11, 13],
and photons can be reflected many times before being zbsorbed by either one of the windows or the detector. For m averzge
of N reflections, the effkctive absorbance in one of the windows is given by

aem= ~e(l_5_T)2n =c(l-E-~)2(N-’)-l
“=0 (1-E-T)2-I

(2)

A lower limit to the absorbance is ~= & for the cszc N = O. Thk caze is realized for windows whose spacing D is much

larger than the window diameter 2R, which mskez multiple reflections unlikely. An upper limit is realized for parallel
windows spaced mtrcb closer than their diameter. In this case N = M znd AH= Ei2(&+~). fn thk limit photons zre reflected

sufficiently o!?en to distribute their enerW evenly between the two windows. For our 200 A Al films, where E.= t, we find

% = 0.25. This means that abnut 1/4 of the photons is eventually absorbed in each window and 1/4 of the pbotom is
rrznsmitted through each window. The geometry discussed in the remainder of this paper is an intermediate czse where the
window spacing D is comparable to the window diameter 2R. In this case, mzny of the photons striking one window will

come from signiticznt off-zxis zngles, znd multiple reflections will cause the photons to strike the filter 6-zme afier,a few
reflections. We make the crude approximation of zn averzge number of reflections N = 2RID. The effective absorbance is
then given by ~ = (l+R/D)E. The vzlue of the effective tmosmission coefficient TW is calculated Analogously.

We assume that each window is hezted by mdiation tlom zll higher temperature stages. Then %rT-4 =7 %Ti.cx~ in equatiOn
(l), with the summation index i labeling all higher temperature stzges. The contribution to the beat input from each of these

stages is weighted by the absorbance a! = s for radiation from the closest stage, by az = T% for radztion from the next
warmer stage (relevant for the 0.2 K znd 4 K window only) and by a, = m.a for rzdiation from the outermost stzge (here

relevmt only for heating of the 0.2 K window by room temperature radiation). A more detailed calculation, which would
involve a Monte-Carlo ray tracing simulation that includes absorption, trztrsrnission and reflection at each surface, is beyond

the scope of this paper.



3. RESULTSANDDISCUSSION
Anapproximate ~alfiic solution oftietem~rfire profile cm beob@ined ifthe T(r)4tem in equation(l) is neglected and

ifthethermal condmivity of the window isassumed to be constam. In this case

T(r) = TO +
ae#JT~Xt(R2 - r2)

4Kd
(3)

Thetirst approximation is valid forthe low temperature windows at 4.2 Kand O.2 Kwhereradktiveco olingis negligible.
‘fhesecon dapproximation isusually notsdisfied, but foracon*wative estimate of K= K(TO)quZion (3)stiliprovidesm

uPWr Ilrnit tO tie temPemmre that G3n be calculated easily for different window designs and geometries. we will di~~u~~
later whjch constant value of K to assume for a better estimate of the temperature.

In general, thetemperature distribution of equation (3) is not valid andtbe boundary value problem (I) must be solved
numerically. We have reduced this problem to a first-order integral-differential equation through m“ltiplicatio” by ~ md

integration over r. The resulting right-hand-side integral is then solved numerically. Starting at a constant shield
temperature, thetempemmre protile of the window is approximated iteratively using afourth-order Runge-Kutia algorithm
until self-consistency is achieved. Wehaveconfinned that thenumerical mlution agrees with tbeanalytic solution (3) fortbe
case of constant thermal conductance and negligible radiative cooling.

Figure 1 shows thetem~rature prnfile oftiettiee windows ~77K,4.2K md0.2Kfor awindow spwing D= O,5cmmd
two different window diameters. We show caes wberetbe bighertempemture windows are Iargertban the Iow temperature
windows as required for optimum solid angle coverage. The daahed line is the result of the amdydc solution when radiative

cooling isneglected mdthethemal conductivi~ isgiven by K= K(TO) where TO isthetemperature of the shield. Figure 1
shows that radiation from tbe higher temperature stages can heat the center of each IR blocking window well above the
temperature of the shield it is mounted to. As expected, smaller windows are heated less because a smaller window has a
higher thermal conductance than a bigger one with the same conductivity, The deviation of tbe temperature profile in the
simulation from the quadratic form of equation (3) is due to the increased thermal conductivity of the window at higher
temperature according to tbe W iedemann-Fmnz law. Radiative cooling only contilbutes signifmntly for large windows on
the 77 K stage, and is completely negligible for the low temperature windows.
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Figure 1: Temperature profile of the lR blocking windows at the liquid N*-cooled shield at T, = 77 K, at the liquid He-cn.ded
shield at To = 4.2 K and at the cold stage shield at TiI = 0.2 K (solid lines). The dashed lines are approximations neglecting
radiative cooling and assuming a constant thermal conductance K(To) as in equation (3), They constitute an upper limit to the
temperature profile.
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Figure 2: Peak temperature of the IR blocking window as a function of size for windows mounted to the 77 K shield (top
rows), the 4.2 K shield (middle) and the cold stage shield (bottom). The solid circles are the results of the full numerical

simulation, and the open circles are worst case approximations according to equation (3) for constant thermal conductivity
K(TJ and without radiative cooling.

The peak temperature in the center of the window as function of window radius is shown in fi8ure 2. We find that even a
comparably small window with 5 mm diameter on the 0.2 K cold stage will be heated to well above 2 K if only two IR
blocking windows on the higher temperature stages are used. Figure 2 provides some guidance which window size to cbcose
to keep the window below a certain temperature.



Ultimately, we are interested in the temperature distribution in the window because it determines the radiated power each
window emits, which could heat the cold stage and cams excess noise in the detector. In figure 3 we show tbe total radkted

power density from each window. Becausa of the strong Y dependence of the Stefan-Boltzrrrarm law, even small increases
in the window temperature can increase the radiated power by several orders of magnitude. For windows sufficiently small
the radiated power can be reduced considerably. Figure 3 does, however, show that it is not feasible to operate a cryogenic
detector with only two closely spaced lR blocking windows, unless they are very small or one is willing to accept the
increased IR flux and consequently a dscraaw in detector resolution and cryostat bold time.

In order tn understand which radiative snurce dominates the heating of each window, we can compare the magnitude of the
heat input terms in the sum Z%Ti~4. We fti that for 200 A Al windows the dominant beat source for all windows and for
the detector is the fraction of rcom tempwature radiation transmitted through the bigber temperature windows. To veri~ that
the increased temperature of the 77 K window does not significantly affect the temperature profile of the lower stage
windows, we have simulated the temperature profile at each window successively, with the exact temperature profile of each
outer stage determining the rad]ative lnad into the next colder stage. The results of this simulation, including the temperature
profile of the 77 K window used, are shown in figure 4. For comparison we also show the temperature profile of the 4 K
stage and the 0.2 K stage windows calculated with the assumption that the window on the 1iquid N1-cooled stage is held
constant at TO= 77 K (dashed linas). ‘he differences are marginal, certainly within the uncertainty due to the errors in the
thermal conductivity of the Al. Tfre increaaed temperature of the outer windows does not significantly increase the heat load
onto the inner windows, which is still dominated by mom temperature radiation.
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Figure 4: Effects of the incremed temperature of the 77 K window on the temperature profile of the colder stages. The dashed
profiles are based on the assumption of a constant temperature T, = 77 K of the liquid N1-cooled window. The wlid profiles
take into account the increased radiation from the heated 77 K window. The differences are very small.

There are several ways to further reduce the lR load onto the cold stage and the detector. One is to mount a small tube prr the

77 K stage in front of window, thereby reducing the solid angle over which room temperature radiation fails onto the
windows. This has proved very effective in our earlier cryostats. However, such a Nbe defeats the main purpose of a cold

finger, which is to bring the cryogenic detector close to the fluorescent sample positioned in an experimental chamber outside

the cryostat. Another technique is to tilt the windows by about 10 degrees relative to one another. This reduces the E4Tects of
multiple photon reflections, which is, however, not all that strong in our geomet~. A god way to absorb photons in the
cavity berween the windows is to coat the face of the 4.2 K window holder towards the 77 K stage black. This absorbs

photons witbout increasing the emia?.ivity of the 4.2 K stage towards the cold stage. Tbe most effective improvement can be
obtained with a thicker Al window in at least one of the stages. A 1000 A Al film would have a transmission of T = 10-5 for
mom temperature radiation, more than three orders of magrrimde less than the 200 A Al films with ~ = 0.04 we presently use.

The optimum Al thickness depends on a trade-off between the x-ray transmission required and rbe maximum radiative load



the detector can operate with. One can also add a second thin window on the 77 K or the 4.2 K stage, thereby reducing the

radiative heat load into the cold stage by more than an order of magnitude. Measuring the rsduction in the noise spectrum of
the cryogenic detector can be USCdto test the effectiveness of thess md(fications. Experimental determination of the optical

and electrical characteristics of the Al film, in particular the residual resistance ratio and the tmnsmissivity, will also allow a

better quantification the cakulations.

Finally, we provide an empirical formula how to better estimate an effective constant thermal conductance of a window, if
only a rough estimate of the temperature profile according to squation (3) is desired. We have lit the temperature profile of
equation (3) to the exact temperature profiles from the numerical simulation. An example of such a tit is shown in figure 5a.
The solid line is the temperature protile numerically calculated using the tidl expression in equation (1) for two windows at
the 4.2 K stage with different radii. The dashed line is a least square fit to this profile using equation (3) with K as the
variable parameter. The constant thermal conductivity of the tit overestimates the exact value in the outer parts of the
window, and underestimates it in the center, This is because the actual thermal conductivity of the window assumes its
lowest value at the low temper-ature tlame and increases towards tbe higher tcmpcratum center.
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Figure 5: a) Temperature profile of the 4.2 K stage windows (solid lines) and least squares tit using equation (3) with K as
fitting parameter (dashed lines). b) Empirical fit to the optimum KJT,I value according to equation (4).

The least-square fit values of KII’o for the numerical temperamre distributions of windows with different radii R are shown in
figure 5b. The dashed Iincs follow the empirical relation

K(R, To) = o oo69+0.00510g10 (To)+ R. O.169T~

To
(4)

Equation (4) provides a mugb estimate of the effective thermal conductance K for an Al window with radius R and a residual
resistance ratio of 2 mounted to a shield at temperature To. It can provide guidance on whethsr the shielding of a certain set
of IR blocking windows is clearly sufficient, clearly insuticient or whether a more detailed numerical calculation is needed.

4. sufm?ARY

We have estimated tbe tempaamre profile of IR blockin8 windows used in cryogenic spectrometer under typical operating
conditions. We find that the center of the window can be heated well above the tempemtwc of the shield it is mdunted to.
Window heating does, however, not increase the rtilative load onto tbe detector significantly for typical geometries. This
hsat load is usually dominated by the Faction of mom temperature radiation !nnsmitted through the windows. The dominant
cooling mechanism of the window is conductive coolin8 through the Al coating. We have provided guidelines for an
estimate of the temperature profile of an IR blocking window and the resulting radiative heat load. More precise calculations
of the temperature protile require experimentally determined values of the optical and electrical chsmcteristics of the
window.
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